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1. Who are UEA MedSoc?

UEA MedSoc is a student-led society representing both the entire student body of 
Norwich Medical School, and the UEA Student Union.

2. I’m really excited, but nervous at the same time about starting medical 
school and meeting lots of new faces - any tips on how to ease the nerves?

Everyone’s in the same boat here! You will find it a lot easier to introduce yourself to 
new people as they’re likely to be just as nervous as you are. Just remember to take 
every opportunity as it comes, whether it is through joining a sports team, socialising 
with friends, or even just sparking conversation with the person next to you in a 
lecture - don’t pass up on all these chances to meet new people!

3. What is the standard week like for a medic at UEA? 

There is no such thing as a ‘standard’ week at UEA. However, each year has a loose 
structure that the weeks follow. From the get-go, you’ll be involved in an array of 
teaching formats: from PBLs to placements,  your classic lectures (COVID-19 
permitting) to a potent dose of weekly anatomy.

This doesn’t mean that you’re stuck just studying medicine - there are a plethora of 
things to do in Norwich and UEA, some of which are mentioned below!

(Pre COVID-19) This is the typical first year (A100) timetable:

● Monday and Tuesday: Lectures at the Bob Champion Building, a brisk walk or 
bike ride to the lecture halls situated by the hospital. We have heard that 
lectures might be shifted to an online platform, but still be prepared to venture 
to the Bob Champion regularly as a first year medic!

● Wednesday: You will mainly have anatomy sessions with full cadaveric 
dissection. Around once a term you will also have ‘Consultation Skill’ 
seminars.

● Thursday: Primary care at your designated general practice.
● Friday: In the morning you will have a PBL session, and usually in the afternoon 

you will round off your week’s learning objectives with clinical relevance.

PBL, placement, anatomy and bikes will all be talked about further down!

4. What really is PBL? How is it run at Norwich Medical School?

PBL stands for ‘Problem Based Learning’. You might have regurgitated how PBL can 
promote teamwork, communication, presentation skills etc. etc. at your interview, but 
what a lot of people actually don’t know, myself included when I first joined, is how it 
truly works - especially here at Norwich!



Before the start of your academic year, you’ll be put into random groups of around 10 
students and subsequently be assigned a letter (e.g. PBL group G). Every Friday, you will 
usually brainstorm your learning outcomes, or LOs for the week (the set of ‘objectives’ 
you need to learn about by the end of the week, sort of like an exam syllabus). You’ll have 
a supervisor present, who is usually an intercalating 5th year student or clinician. There 
is an allocated ‘chair’ who leads the session that week, and a ‘scribe’ who’s responsible 
for writing out the brainstorming notes - with these roles rotating amongst members of 
the group each week. Each member is also assigned LOs to present in their own unique 
way for the following week’s LOs. These can range from PowerPoints, to Who Wants To 
Be A Millionaire, to Kahoot quizzes - the creativity is up to you!

The purpose of PBL at Norwich Medical School is to not necessarily learn a 
systems-based medicine, nor is it to jump wildly between medical topics; instead, a 
specific clinical case or scenario lets you pick apart the underlying factors in play - the 
social aspects, the anatomical importance, pathophysiology, and the woefully tedious 
pharmacology of conditions.

You will also take part in primary care as a PBL group (discussed below). You’ll get really 
close to your group over the year - we recommend you plan dinners out/socials amongst 
your group to bond together! It truly is a staple of the medicine course here!

5. What is placement like? How is it organised here?

The NHS, a lot like other healthcare systems, is largely divided into primary and 
secondary care: primary care being your first point of contact with general practitioners 
at your local surgery, and your secondary care being your more specialised roles in 
larger hospitals.

At Norwich Medical School, you will pretty much jump straight into the deep end with 
placement, starting with primary care that will happen as soon as the first week (once 
again, COVID and introductions permitting)! Typically for first years you’ll have a primary 
care session every Thursday, at a chosen GP surgery with a dedicated GP tutor - all with 
your same PBL group.

It’s a good way to practice your clinical skills with your GP tutor, as well as meet lots of 
patients that will usually have conditions relating to what you’d have been learning about 
throughout the week.

For example, your week’s learning objectives may be on ‘inflammatory joint diseases’, 
where you’ll learn about, let’s say, rheumatoid arthritis in your lectures. Then, on 
Thursday of that week, you’ll attend primary care and meet real patients with rheumatoid 
arthritis, and apply what you have learnt throughout the week in a real-life setting.Take a 
history, examine them and explore how the disease affects patients on a psychosocial 
level! Typically you’ll see 2-3 patients each session. This is also a great way to practice 
your communication skills - initially it might be a bit daunting, but by the end of the year 
you’ll be miles more confident. All of us will be speaking to patients as part of our 
profession later down the line, so get stuck in nice and early!



For a couple weeks of each module (usually near the end of each module) you’ll also 
have similar teaching in a secondary care setting - typically in the 3 teaching 
hospitals:

● Norfolk and Norwich University Hospital (NNUH)
● James Paget University Hospital in Great Yarmouth (JPUH)
● Queen Elizabeth Hospital in King’s Lynn (QEH)

Dress code is smart: bare below the elbows, ironed shirts/blouses, no shoes that 
stain etc. - read the official UEA Medicine Handbook for more official guidance (I 
hope you like chinos).

During secondary care, there are no anatomy sessions, PBL or whole cohort lectures. 
At the end of secondary care placement, you’ll typically sit an ‘OSCE’ (a clinical exam 
- discussed later). No need to worry about them though, you won’t have any 
important exams until June!

6. What’s a ‘Smartcard’? How is it different from my NHS ID card?

When you come to UEA, you will have to sign up for both a ‘Smartcard’ and an NHS ID 
card. During your clinical placements you may need to look up patient notes on the 
computers, for which you will need your Smartcard. The NHS ID card is merely for 
identification and to get through doors, and is worn on a lanyard during primary and 
secondary care - DO NOT FORGET IT, ESPECIALLY FOR YOUR OSCEs!

7. What are exams like at Norwich Medical School?

The ever-so dreaded word! There are 2 main assessments in Norwich Medical 
School: OSCEs and Written Exams. You also have to undertake other assignments; 
something called an Analytical Review (a critical appraisal of a research paper) and a 
Student Selected Study (SSS as it’s referred to - a poster presentation about a 
specifically chosen specialty).

We’ll mainly talk about OSCEs and Written Exams here:

● OSCEs (Objective Structured Clinical Examinations) are your ‘bread and butter’ 
of medical exams. Unlike other more traditional curriculums, you jump straight 
into the deep-end of clinical teaching - also meaning that your clinical skills 
must be tested from the outset.
○ Occuring at the end of each module, they’re typically structured like 

your MMI-style interview - with ‘stations’ that you circulate around at 
set time intervals. They usually take place in the Bob Champion 
Building.

○ Each OSCE station will test everything you have learnt throughout the 
module: ranging from testing your ability to take an effective history 
from ‘patients’ (who are paid actors), your ability to measure and 
analyse someone’s blood pressure, and 



interpretation of a variety of investigations (e.g. X-Rays, blood results, 
acute emergency scenarios) just to name a few examples.

● Written Exams are your more traditional setting, sat in an exam hall.
○ In June (a long way away) you will typically sit 1 SBA (single best 

answer/multiple choice) and 1 SAQ (short answer questions) paper, 
encompassing all the learning objectives you have covered throughout 
the year.

○ They are 2 hours each.
○ They have the bizarre ability to subsequently transport the entire cohort 

to the Red Bar.

There are two categories of university assessment: formative and summative:

Formative just means that regardless of the outcome of the exam, it does not count 
towards your progression in the course (like a mock exam). Summative means it does 
count towards your course progression. Note that during first year there are no 
summative OSCEs or Written Exams until June (unless the course shifts around due 
to COVID-19). You will likely have both a formative written exam and OSCE around 

winter-time, but these count towards absolutely nothing (we’ve 
highlighted this point because many first years EVERY YEAR don’t seem 
to understand this for whatever reason and still take it way too 
seriously!!), so don’t get stressed, let down, overly hyped or competitive with the 
marks you get - do treat it like a practice for the real thing in summer!

At medical school, it’s simply either pass or fail - not like your typical university 
course with first class, 2.1s etc. - If you pass all your assessments in that year, you 
will be allowed to continue onto the next year. Resits happen in August.

However the marks you achieve will be ranked into ‘deciles’ based on how the rest of 
the year did in the same assessment. So for example, a ‘first decile’ performance 
would correlate to a mark within the top 10% of your year. Your OSCE and Written 
Exam decile will be calculated individually, giving you a mean decile for that year. 
Your decile’s for each year at the end of the MBBS are given an overall average. This 
is a system used in every medical school in the UK, and may come into importance 
when going for extra points for your foundation deaneries (certainly not something 
you should be concerned about during your first year, let alone the first few weeks of 
getting here, trust us).

There are also distinction and merit grades available in exams, which aren’t to do with 
your deciles (more of an internal achievement).

There’s little to worry about in terms of exam stress however - plenty of help is 
available! At MedSoc we will provide you with lots of revision notes and resources, 
and any older years (e.g. your medic parents) and other medical societies will provide 
all sorts of things from mock-OSCEs to revision talks. Try working with your peers as 
well with practising clinical skills and exchanging notes; medicine should not be a 
competition!



8. How about revision and the insane workload - we’ve all heard the rumours 
about medical school?

We wish we could say that first year actually requires little to no work, but 
unfortunately this is not exactly the case. This however does not mean that you will 
need to live in the library - far from it. As with any demanding course/job, there is a 
very good work-life balance to be found, and by staying organised and on top of 
things, you will find your first year very enjoyable. 

We also highly discourage working way too hard during your first year. Whilst it is 
very important not to fall too behind on the content, it is more important that you 
enjoy your time and that you meet as many people as possible and take every 
opportunity that comes your way. Use this year as a way to find your footing for how 
university life works (it’s pretty different to school!), and hone your revision technique 
for future years!

9. What books should I consider getting for first year?

Kumar & Clarks - nuff said (edit - Kumar & Clarks is really good but pretty ‘thicccc’, 
with more than a couple of Cs - there are plenty of other more concise books out 
there that will really help you!)

The UEA library is usually very well-stocked with pretty much all the books you 
should need during your first year, and onwards. They also offer E-Books that you can 
access on the UEA portal.

The main book that everyone gets in first year is ‘Crash Course: Rheumatology and 
Orthopaedics’, but it’s unlikely you’ll need to buy a brand new copy - usually there are 
loads of second hand copies circulated around from older years, or you can nab a 
copy from the library. Other than that: lecture slides, older year’s notes, and MedSoc 
exclusive resources are just a few things that have as much use as your classic 
textbook!

Keep an eye out on our MedSoc Education Facebook group, which will have other 
students selling/giving away their old textbooks!

10. I heard Norwich Medical School do full cadaveric dissection in anatomy 
sessions? How do people tend to receive it?

Yes (Paul) we do! Every Wednesday morning you, and your PBL group, will have to 
complete the weekly activities assigned in your ‘anatomy handbooks’ (given to you at 
the start of the year). Sessions vary greatly throughout the years. The seminars last 
around 2 hours and are led by doctors and highly-skilled anatomy lecturers. It takes 
place in the Queen’s Building.



If you’re at all nervous about working with cadavers - you’re not alone. The anatomy 
staff understand how difficult it can be to see them for the first time, and are always 
there to support you if you feel uncomfortable.

It’s a strange experience for everyone, however this unique technique of learning 
anatomy is incredibly useful. Whilst in textbooks all arteries are bright red, all veins 
are brilliant blue, and nerves yellow - in reality, most structures in the cadaver will be 
a vague shade of beige. Therefore, you make a transition from first seeing a mere 
human corpse, to truly appreciating the artistic complexity of human anatomy as a 
structured, logical, symbiotic entity.

We understand there might be a lot of questions you have surrounding this aspect of 
the course, but feel free to talk to the MedSoc committee, or the anatomy team about 
any queries!

@ueainternationalstudentambassadors



UEA
ACCOMMODATION

What’s it really like?

@click.ature - Umar 
Pervez



11. What is the first year on campus accommodation like? Which 
accommodation should I apply for?

Honestly, if you were to take any advice from this section: it’s not to worry too much 
about accommodation. We’ll focus on campus accommodation here only. Each one 
has their benefits and drawbacks - not one is perfect. As a medical student, you will 
have no trouble meeting other medical students, and so choice of accommodation is 
not as important as it is for other courses. Below is a list of pros and cons we gathered 
for the most common places that medical students get assigned to:

Hickling and Barton

Pros
● Modern decor and interior, very fancy.
● Kitchens are the best on campus. They are incredibly spacious with great 

seating areas, and they provide plenty of fridge space (which is more of an 
issue than you might think).

● Rooms are en-suite. 
● Get your own launderette outside, which only Hickling and Barton students can 

use (incredibly useful as it doesn’t let the rest of us plebs in).
● Most comfortable beds out of all the accommodations.

Cons 
● Most expensive accommodation.
● Rooms are not as large as you'd expect, falling behind Constable and Victory. 
● Desk size is not great.
● You might be known as that ‘Barton Bourgeoisie’ - may be subject to a toasty 

roasting for being rather posh.
● Relatively far from the medical school and Bob Champion Building.



Suffolk/Norfolk Terrace (The Ziggurats)

Pros
● ICONIC. The true face of UEA - who doesn’t want to say that they once inhabited 

one of these legendary buildings.
● Relatively cheap - you’ll be spending £40-50 less a week compared to your 

en-suite counterparts. Money that can go into lots of other different things you’ll 
be doing at UEA!

● Located at the heart of campus, meaning that you can get up later than anyone 
else for your 9am lectures. Close to pretty almost all things including the library. 
Also located very close to the LCR, which you may be very grateful for one day. 
Also close to all medical teaching. Just close to everything really.

● Views from your bedroom are amazing. Waking up in one of these makes you feel 
like royalty - that’s been deposed and exiled no less, royalty nonetheless.

● Desk size is really big.
● Excellent for socials. You will find that a lot of pre-drinks or casual meet-ups for 

the LCR happen at the Ziggurats.

Cons
● The buildings are made from glass and concrete - lots of it. So, unless you’re a 

photosynthesising tomato plant, you’ll find it hot in summer, spring, autumn and 
the iciest winter. Don’t worry, each room comes equipped with a fan!

● Not en-suite. May be a dealbreaker to some, but honestly it’s not that big a loss. 
Your Ziggurat toilets are not the only loo you’ll use in the entire university!

● Kitchens are not massive and you may end up competing with flatmates for 
space in the fridge.

● The bed is quite small and some may find it uncomfortable.
● Some have complained that the rooms can get a bit dusty.

Wolfson Court (Standard Single)

Pros
● Very cheap - the cheapest of the lot.
● The rooms are relatively big.
● Close to other ensuite campus rooms so really easy to mingle with other flats.

Cons
● Small kitchens.
● NO communal area (other than very few exceptions) - you will have to eat in your 

rooms, and might find it hard to socialise as a flat.
● Sharing bathrooms and toilets, which might be a deal-breaker if you like to sit 

down in the shower (not our words). Not of the same quality as the Ziggurats’ 
shared facilities.

● Not very aesthetically pleasing, inside or outside.
● Beds aren’t the best.



Victory House/Kett House/Brown House/Paston House/Crome Court (En-suite 
Campus)

Pros
● Room size is great.
● En-suite.
● On the social side of things, Victory House comes a close second to Ziggurats 

in terms of how many pre-drinks or meet-ups get hosted there.
● Close to launderette.
● Very good all-round accommodation, isn’t particularly the best in any category 

per se, but it definitely isn’t the worst in any either.

Cons
● Kitchen space can be an issue (tends to be an issue for all accommodations 

aside from Hickling and Barton). (However Crome Court tends to have large 
kitchens!)

● Nearby launderette can get quite busy.

Constable Terrace (note: still part of ‘en-suite campus’ accommodation, but we’ve put 
it in a different category because we feel it does have a different location and vibe)

Pros 
● Rooms are quite possibly the biggest on campus.
● Closest to the Bob Champion Building (where you will have most of your 

lectures in year 1) as well as the NNUH (the local hospital) and the medical 
school itself. Also incredibly close to the anatomy labs, which is something 
you may appreciate when you have to wake up for an 8:30AM session.

● Desk size is great.
● Overall, an underrated gem of an accommodation which most who have lived 

there highly recommend.

Cons
● Pretty far from the nearest launderette, so make sure you don’t let your 

washing pile up!
● Kitchens are possibly the smallest of all accommodations in relation to the 

amount of people in a flat, still nice and very usable though.

En-suite Village

Pros
● The rent is relatively cheaper compared to their other en-suite campus 

counterparts.
● The rooms themselves are spacious and comfortable.
● Has its own laundrette!
● Great community of students who live there, you’ll get really close as a group 

at the village!



Cons
● The furthest campus accommodation from the centre of the university. You’ll 

have to walk around 15 minutes to get to the medical school, and even further 
for getting to the Bob Champion. Not a horrendous distance (as off-campus 
private accommodation is even further away) but something to consider. 
Strongly suggest you invest in a bike if you apply for the village!

Laundrette costs approximately £3 a wash, and £2 for a dry. You need to get a card 
available in the laundrette and load it with money to then use for the machines.

All accommodations get regular cleaners who help clear out your kitchen and bins. 
There’s also a local porter who will try to keep  everything relatively in order.

We hope this helps you in choosing your accommodation. We haven’t covered them 
all here, so if you do need more questions answering about a specific 
accommodation, please feel free to message the UEA MedSoc Facebook page where 
someone will be able to answer your queries.

(Disclaimer: all information expressed above are opinions from the MedSoc committee, and are not representative of 
every single student!)



MED SOCIETIES
& SOCIAL LIFE



12. What societies can I join?

Check out the ‘societies’ section on our website, you’ll see a list of all the medic sport and 
education societies offered! Joining a sports club offers a plethora of benefits, from exciting 
training sessions to even hosting mock OSCES. On top of that, UEA MedSoc will subsidise 
any membership to these societies for its members - so go and support them by buying 
those memberships and keeping these societies running!

You can also join any UEA society - there’s plenty of variety so do have a gander on their 
uea.su website!

13. How’s the social life? What is Norwich like as a city?

Really, really fun! UEA has an endless list of societies and sports clubs you can join, as well 
as lots of fun nights out such as the LCR (discussed below). There are campus bars called 
the ‘Red Bar’ and the ‘Blue Bar’ (they’re basically the same place just connected together) 
which have cheap drinks and are often packed in the evenings. By far the most common 
drink people get here is a ‘snakebite’: half beer, half cider, topped with blackcurrant cordial - 
sounds weird, but really refreshing and drinkable! The Blue Bar also hosts ‘Sports Night’ 
every Wednesday, which is a free entry club night and usually really packed.

At UEA, and especially at MedSoc, there is never an obligation or pressure to consume 
alcoholic beverages. We are proud to host events not involving alcohol available to cater for 
all students.

The accommodation blocks are all pretty close to one another so it’s easy to pop into other 
friends’ flats and hang out as well!

UEA MedSoc also hosts a whole variety of social events for all to enjoy: The ever-famous 
MedSoc Freshers’ Week has been incredibly successful in the past (with pretty much every 
medic claiming it’s genuinely more enjoyable than actual UEA Freshers - no we’re not 
making this up!). We host all sorts of fun bar crawls, themed nights, cocktail parties and 
support lots of eloquent medic balls such as ‘Halfway Ball’ and ‘Grad Ball’! We try hard to 
accommodate for ALL our members, including different types of non-alcoholic events or 
socials. Grab your MedSoc membership to get exclusive discounts! 

As MedSoc Freshers’ Week unfortunately won’t be happening this time round, we plan to 
have all the same great MedSoc Freshers’ Week classics dispersed throughout the year. 
Dr’s Mess isn’t cancelled just yet!

In terms of Norwich as a city, you can also get into the city centre usually either using the 
bus from campus (no. 25 or 26) or cycling. The cost for an ‘all day bus ticket’ (so you can 
use it to get back and forth from the city centre to uni all day) is £3.80.



The city centre is packed with things to do, with loads of big shopping centres (‘Intu 
Chapelfield’ and ‘Castle Mall’ are the main ones, there’s also ‘Jarrold’ which basically 
is a copycat Harrods: a bit more fancy) and a big list of really nice restaurants! 
There’s cinemas, bowling, cafés, bars, pubs (previously 365 of them), and lots of 
history to explore just to name a few things! Pop us a message if you’d want any 
recommendations for things to do, and we’ll be happy to help you!

There’s also taxi services available (no Uber unfortunately): the main company is ABC 
Taxis (01603 666333) who are pretty cheap and reliable - around £8-9 to get from 
campus to the city centre. You can pay by card on the app, or in cash. The SU even 
does a scheme where if you don’t have any money on you, you can call a taxi and pay 
them later through a SU quote. Always have emergency cash on you at all times 
though, you never know when you’d need any!

The LCR is somewhere you’ll predominantly go out clubbing in first year if you’re that 
kind of person, but there’s plenty of other places to go out in the city centre:

● Mantra (hip hop, grime, house)
● Gonzo’s (which is also a a restaurant serving mean burgers and fries during 

the daytime) (house)
● Fetch (cheesy, LGBT+ friendly)
● Waterfront (also an SU-run establishment located by the riverside) (indie)
● Loft (one of the most popular Thursday nights in Norwich - Watch out for Rory 

Austin on the karaoke! It’s also an LGBT+ friendly establishment!)
● Karma Kafe (garage, DnB, house)
● Popworld (cheesy)
● Fluke (cheesy) (they sell these things called ‘Fluckets’ - buckets of alcoholic 

beverages)
● Sugar and Spice (21+ only, 5/5 stars would 100% recommend - CK)

14. What’s an ‘LCR’? Everyone goes on about this thing but what actually is it?

***Please take everything with a pinch of salt - due to COVID, as with other nights 
out, the LCR may not happen for a while***

The LCR stands for ‘Lower Common Room’ - though no-one calls it this. It’s certainly 
a place where the best, and worst memories (if you actually manage to end the night 
with any) are made by lots of UEA students, especially medics. It’s the location for the 
main SU night out: holding over 2,000 students - happening every Tuesday (known as 
‘Damn Good’) and Saturday (known as ‘A-List’). They also do themed nights for big 
dates like Halloween and Christmas which sell out really quickly!



Music is pretty mainstream: typically chart music/bangers are played in the main 
room, but there are two other smaller rooms which play hip-hop and garage/house 
respectively. Drinks are relatively cheap: the notorious VK beverage is something 
you’re very likely to encounter (x2 for £4.50). Coming in an assortment of 
not-so-natural flavours and colourings, you’ll most likely be leaving the LCR with a 
rainbow palate and beta-cell-straining hyperglycaemia.

There’s even an area of the LCR infamously known as the “medics’ corner” - you’ll 
figure out where that is pretty soon…

15. How do I do grocery shopping?

A lot of people tend to get orders online in bulk - most supermarkets (Asda, Tesco, 
Sainsbury’s) do this with pretty cheap delivery charges on certain days and times. 
You can split the delivery cost with your flatmates!

There’s also a SU shop located near the SU bar, which can be used to buy everyday 
essentials (it’s a tad more expensive so we wouldn’t recommend doing your regular 
food shop here). A small Tesco and Co-Op is also found near the Fiveways 
Roundabout (about 10 minute walk from campus).

Delivery food is something you can also get! UEA MedSoc works closely with 
Domino’s Pizza so keep a lookout for any giveaways or prizes we might be doing for 
our members. Deliveroo and Just Eat are also options available on campus.
 

16. Should I bring my bike to uni?

We’d definitely suggest you bring a bike to uni, or buy one once you get to Norwich! 
You will need to go to the Bob Champion Building and back regularly for most 
lectures (usually a 20-30 minute walk from campus depending on which 
accommodation block you are in), and a bike is also useful when going to the NNUH 
for secondary care placements. There’s also an on-campus bike repair shop called 
Dr. Bike who are there for any bike-related concerns!

In terms of navigating Norwich, you can get a bus ride into the city centre, but it only 
takes 10-15 minutes to cycle there, and why not save a couple of pounds from that 
bus ticket you’d otherwise buy?

Overall, we can’t recommend a bike enough, and they are an absolute necessity for 
second year when you move out of uni accommodation. 



17. Should I bring my car to uni?

Nah, unless you have a very good reason to. Parking is expensive at UEA and in all 
honesty there isn’t much need for a car. Maybe once you move out of campus from 
second year onwards driving may be useful, but first years almost never would need 
one. A well-maintained bike can go really far (literally and figuratively).

18. Where can I keep up to date with the latest information?

Our Facebook groups are there to keep all our members updated with the latest 
information. Find them below:

General - https://www.facebook.com/groups/UEAMedSoc/
Education - https://www.facebook.com/groups/1335775516627764/
Charity and Socials - https://www.facebook.com/groups/288741919111843/

Here’s also our links also for:
Instagram: @ueamedsoc
Website: www.ueamedsoc.co.uk (currently being updated for September 2020)

https://www.facebook.com/groups/UEAMedSoc/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1335775516627764/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/288741919111843/
http://www.ueamedsoc.co.uk




What does the MedSoc membership really offer?

80-90% of Norwich medical students in each year are MedSoc members. We’re the 
largest society by member count at UEA, and have a very large voice in both the 
medical community and university.

We were recently voted as UEA Student Society of the Year 2020. Who wouldn’t want 
to be part of the biggest and very best society at the University of East Anglia?

1.   Discounts on all our outgoings
●  All our events will be significantly subsidised, if not completely free of charge 

for all our members through your 5 years as a medical student.

2.  Education
● The work-life balance of a medic isn’t easy, and at MedSoc we always support 

our members with all the educational help we can give.
● Exclusive revision resources ranging from exam practice subscriptions at 

PasTest question bank worth hundreds, to exclusive notes that are completely 
free of charge for all our members. Last year we invested over £1500 for these 
resources.

● Expertly crafted notes from top-performing former students that are available 
free of charge for all our members.

● MedSoc will run exclusive, regular revision talks and seminars for all first year 
students who may need extra help, usually costing £3 a session but once again 
free of charge for our members.

3. Social
● UEA MedSoc is renowned for their socials.
●  MedSoc hosts a plethora of social events: from balls, pub quizzes to the 

notorious ‘Dr’s Mess’. All members will receive exclusive discounts for all 
events.

● All new students can sign up for the MedSoc ‘Medic Family’ scheme, where 
you’ll be assigned mentor ‘parents’ from the year above for support – whether 
that’s in revision notes, to friendly meals out to general uni advice.

4 Support
● Any MedSoc members who may be struggling financially are eligible for a 

means-tested grant of £100 through our MedSoc Hardship Grant.
● Our MedSoc Societies Grant allows societies financial support should they 

desire or need it.
● You can claim a MedSoc Conference Bursary of £20 a year (adding up to £100 

for 5 years!)
● We closely work with the medical school - if you need any help pastorally UEA 

MedSoc are here to help.



5. Charity
● We have been consistently nominated for UEA Fundraising Society of the Year. 

Notably we raised over £3,000 for our nominated charity during 2019/2020, 
despite the year being cut short by 4 months from a pandemic.

● UEA MedSoc have organised well-known events throughout the years, from 
Jailbreak to MRAG week: Keep your eyes peeled for brand new events coming 
your way soon!

● For our members, we plan to grant extra support - discounting entry for all our 
charity events and part of your charity donation for your attendance will be on 
us.

6. Sports
● UEA MedSoc supports all medic sports teams, which have been 

well-established as part of Norwich Medical School’s culture.
● Rugby, football, netball - you name it: £10 towards any membership for any 

Norwich medical sport team (participating clubs only) is on us. (NEW 
MEMBERS ONLY). 

How much is it?

£50 for the entire 5 years: Working out to just £10 a year, or 83p a 
month! Foundation years also get their first year paid for by us!

Memberships can be purchased on the uea.su website - please wait until 
results day for more details on how to do so!



These are some common things that we think you might ask before you 
come to UEA as a medic. We hope this handbook clarified things - if you 
come up with any more questions don’t hesitate to get in touch through 

messaging the UEA MedSoc Facebook page, and we’d be more than 
glad to answer!

For all A-Level/IB students who have received their results and 
confirmed your offers - congratulations! You’ve absolutely smashed it!

Check out our website, Facebook and Instagram for all details MedSoc 
related:

General Group - https://www.facebook.com/groups/UEAMedSoc/
Education Group  - https://www.facebook.com/groups/1335775516627764/
Charity and Socials Group - https://www.facebook.com/groups/288741919111843/
Instagram: @ueamedsoc
Website: www.ueamedsoc.co.uk 

Stay safe, and we hope you’re excited to join us in September!

Written by Hajin & Alex - Presidents of UEA MedSoc 2020/21
Edited by Rory - Secretary of UEA MedSoc 2020/21
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